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Tab. 1

Wafer Frames (Film Frames) and Expander  
Rings  (Dicing Rings) are well aproved devices 

in the automated processing of wafers and substrates 
in round and square shape. Both are used as the 
carrier  of adhesive tape (Dicing Tape, Carrier Tape, 

Expansion Tape) in the dicing process  and  during 
diebonding.

Figure 1

Type-
number

Wafer-
size

Outer ring (black) Inner ring (white)

outside-Ø A1 Inside-Ø I1 Outside-Ø A� Inside-Ø I�

[inch] [mm] [inch] [mm] [inch] [mm] [inch] [mm]

ER1�1-3 3´´ (75 mm) 4.990 1�7 4.76� 1�1 4.768 1�1 4.530 115

ER145-4 4´´ (100 mm) 5.981 152 5.744 146 5.750 146 5.520 140

ER177-5 5´´ (125 mm) 7.322 186 7.000 178 7.010 178 6.689 170

ER�0�-6 6´´ (150 mm) 8.�80 �10 7.975 �03 7.973 �03 7.670 195

ER�37-8 8´´ (�00 mm) 9.7�0 �47 9.3�0 �37 9.315 �37 8.910 ��6

ER345-1� 1�“ (300 mm) 14.09 358 13.58 345 13.58 345 13.15 334

All dimension approximate, not for construction.
Subject to modifications
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Tab. 2

Figure. 2 Figure. 3

Type-

number

Wafer-

size

Width B Inner-Ø ID Outer-Ø AD Thickness

[inch] [mm] [inch] [mm] [inch] [mm] [inch] [mm]

WF4-168-S5-xx 4“ (100 mm) 6.8� 168 5.85 149 quadr. .030 0,76

WF5-184-S1-xx 5“ (1�5 mm) 7.�5 184 6.50 165 7.68 195 .048 1,��

WF6-�1�-S1-xx 6“ (150 mm) 8.35 �1� 7.64 194 8.98 ��8 0.39/.048 1.00/1,��

WF6-�1�-P�-xx 6“ (150 mm) 8.35 �1� 7.64 190 8.98 ��8 .079 �.00

WF6-�16-P�-xx 6“ (150 mm) 8.50 �16 7.�5 184 8.98 ��8 .090 �,30

WF6-�16-S1-xx 6“ (150 mm) 8.50 �16 7.59 193 8.98 ��8 .048 1,��

WF8-�67-Sx-xx 8“ (�00 mm) 10.50 �67 9.55 �43 11.08 �81 .048/.059 1,��/1.55

WF8-�76-Sx-xx 8“ (�00 mm) 10.87 �76 9.84 �50 11.61 �95 .048/.059 1,��/1.55

WF8-�76-P�-xx 8“ (�00 mm) 10.87 �76 9.84 �50 11.61 �95 .106 �.70

WF1�-380-S3-xx 1�“ (300 mm) 14.96 380 13.78 350 15.75 400 .059 1,55

X=Material (S=Stainless Steel, A=Aluminum, P=Plastic) xx= Rev. Nr

All dimension approximate, not for construction.
Subject to modifications
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Specializing and shifting of production processes 
require cost efficient and save solutions for 

storage and transport.
Reusable or one-way - our containers offer dust free 
and antistatic shelter for your components.

Clamping devices, guide rails or padding prevent 
rings or frames in the container from moving.

STB - X - 25 - xxx

3 = for Rings for 3“ Wafers
4 = for Rings for 4“ Wafers

Capacity 

internal ref. Nummer

Two-piece container for storage or shipping of �5 pcs of wafers on expander rings

The rigid bottom is black, made from PS / el. conductive.
The light top is clear, made from PET / antistatic.

Partnumbering:
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Storage or transport of single wafers on frames or 
expander rings. It consists of a single piece made 
from antistatic PET.
An empty tray can be used as top.

The trays for 6“ wafers on frames can alternatively 
be loaded with an expander ring for 3“, 4“ or 5“ 
wafers.
The trays for 8“ wafers on frames can alternatively 

Partnumbering:
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Boxes made of PP for 5 or 10 wafers on grip rings, 
stacked.
Lining around inner wall and cushions as cover are 
available. Both made of black antistatic foam.

CER   -  XXX        - xx - xx

Ø diameter of
the box (mm)

150
200

height of
the box (mm)
80 (für 10 Ringe)
40 (für 5 Ringe)

internal number

Partnumbering:
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ULTRON SYSTEMS dicing tapes

The large program of dicing tapes by ULTRON 
SYSTEMS includes PS or UV-tapes using base 
filmes of PVC, PO or PET.
The special ULTRON SYSTEMS technology is 
silicone - free for all types of film using a special 
surface treatment of the base tape.
Several antistatic tapes are available, too.
We also provide small quantities, everything with 
short delivery time.

Please ask us for our special catalogue for 
ULTRON SYSTEMS dicing tapes.

PS tape free of silicon release agents based on PO (stiff) or PVC (ductile).

UV-sensitive tape

“Pizza Boxes“ for single wafer frames/rings

Cassettes for ringsContainer for Wafer Frames horizontal 

Packaging solutions - We‘ll be happy to help.
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